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What is Question Generation? 

Abstract: The hardest things in developing the question-answer system are to raise a question 

that comes from natural language sentences and to find the answers to some questions relevant 

to the query. In this paper, the strategy to be developed is how to apply a natural language 

processing using a technique automatically to generate questions and answers. A number of 

new ideas have been explored including a semantic-based template using a combination of 

semantic role labeling (SRL) with the predicate argument (PA) to create a semantic pattern 

within the scope of medical Indonesian sentences. It was more focused on Question Generating 

(QG) with a discourse task involving the following three steps: (1) Parsing the labeling of 

semantic-based element PICO with progression to PPPICCOODTQ (Problem, Patient, 

Intervention, Compare, Control, Outcome, Organs, Drug, Time, Quantity); (2) Identification 

and Transformation sentence; and (3) Filtering for answering Question construction. This study 

has presented a new approach by utilizing the semantic role labeling and flexibility template.  

This approach achieved the accuracy values of 0.80 simple sentence. The results showed the 

improvement of the performance of question generation from the  information on medical 

outcomes. 

 

Keywords: question-answering pairs, medical question generating, sentences transformation, 

PPPICCOODTQ element.   

 

1. Introduction 

 One of the key objectives of QG is to provide an architecture, which contains two phases of 

work and the components to be developed for the document management used in a specific 

language [1]. From the goals to be achieved by Lindberg et al. [2], the question generation 

process includes (1) the content selection: selecting the source text (usually a single sentence) 

that can generate inquiries; (2) the target identification: determining the words and/or phrases 

that serve as the question words; and (3) the question formulation: determining the right 

questions tailored to the content identification. Question generating system can be helpful in 

closed-domain Question Answering (QA) such as medical, clinical and biomedical QA [3] [4]. 

Using QG approach to the question and answer system to a closed domain can be mapped to 

other domains with little or without any efforts [5]. Some QA systems for a closed domain 

have already used a number of pairs of questions and answers, for example at QG system 

focused on student learning that provides QA services. As in a research conducted by [2] and 

[16], introducing a template-based approach is to generate a natural language question 

automatically in supporting online learning. It is similar with Michael and Noah [6] [7] in 

generating a set of questions on the process of creating a system of education generating 

automated queries of any materials. Mostow and Chen [9] built a system with some self-

questioning strategies to assist children in generating the question of narrative fiction. It has 

been proven that using a set of questions comes to be an effective method to assist the learners 

to learn better [8]. Unfortunately, many studies have shown that students frequently ask the 

same questions and tend to ask banal questions [15]. 

 Other studies that focus on developing a framework for generating questions draw up a 

number of rules to change a declarative sentence into a question. Silviera [10] proposed several 

generation system architecture questions with variation in shallow and deep questions using  
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some different model representations. On the other hand, Yao [11] proposed a new approach 

based on a semantic pattern to QG using Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) to produce a 

meta-level semantic representation on the specified scope. 

 A research related to the generation of queries used three categories of approaches: based 

syntax (e.g. [5] [12] [13]), based semantic (e.g. [4] [14] [15]) and a template-based (e.g. [2] 

[17]), each of which had contributed as listed in Table 1. To-based syntax [5] [12] [13], parse 

sentences use syntax parser, simplify complex sentences by identifying key phrases as well as 

by applying the transformation rules of syntax and replacement of the word-based NER asked. 

It then obtained the best average accuracy at 80.79%. As for based semantic [4] [14] [15], this 

study successfully combined the semantic role labeling (SRL) with a syntactic transformation, 

the selection phase of the content of the first sentence parsed role labeling semantics to identify 

potential targets and selection criteria simply using a predicate argument structure. It then 

obtained the best average accuracy at 81.15%. For template-based [2] [17], it used the Natural 

Language Generation Markup Language (NLGML) to generate the inquiries and expressions 

of natural language as well as the addition of template such as: What-would-happen-if, When-

would-x-happen, What-would-happen-when and Rev-x. It then obtained the best average 

accuracy at 79.80%. Having reviewed these studies, we obtained some things that can be 

further explored and improved to produce a strategy using a semantic-based template for 

medical Indonesian generation question. 

 

Table 1. Summary of previous work and contribution of this work 

QG Method Contribution 

Syntax Based 

[5] [12] [13] 
 Simplifying the complex sentences by identifying the key phrase;  

 Applying the transformation rules of syntax and replacement of question 

words based NER 

Semantic Based 

[4][14][15] 
 Combining semantic role labeling (SRL) with syntactic transformation;  

 In the selection of the first sentence parsed content with the role of semantic 

labeling to identify potential targets;  

 Selected targets using simple selection criteria using the structure PA 

Template Based 

[2][17] 
 Generating inquiries and expressions of natural language using Natural 

Language Generation Markup Language (NLGML); 

 Templates added include What-would-happen-if, When-would-x-happen, 

What-would-happen-when and Why-x 

This work 

(Semantic based 

Template) 

 Converting Indonesian natural language to PPPICCOODTQ element for 

content selection and question type identification Indonesian medical sentence;  

 Mapping semantic role labelling using PPPICCOODTQ element to develop a 

number of semantic rules and to provide a good set of question answering 

(QA) pair patterns. 

 

 The works of researchers previously created the basis of this work and we in this study 

aimed to create a system for question generation (QG) that is able to take as an input of a 

medical article of text. The proposed method in this paper was to present a new approach by 

utilizing the semantic role labeling and flexibility template (semantic based template). The 

purpose of doing so was to clarify the contribution of this paper and provided an overview of 

the approach taken. The focus on QG with a discourse task involved the following three steps: 

(1) Parsing the labeling of semantic-based element PICO with progression to PPPICCOODTQ 

(Problem, Patient, Intervention, Compare, Control, Outcome, Organs, Drug, Time, Quantity); 

(2) Identification and Transformation sentence; (3) filtering for question answering 

construction. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes several related work on 

question generation, followed by Section 3 presenting the details of the proposed method. 
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Furthermore, Section 4 shows the evaluation and results and Section 5 describes the 

experiment. Finally, the conclusion and future directions are presented in Section 6.  

 

2. Related Work 

 Question Generation has been widely used in various uses such as educational or online 

learning (e.g.: [2] [4] [7] and [19]), role identification for medical or clinical sentences (e.g.: 

[20] [21]) and other concern such as combined approach (e.g. [5] [6] [18]). Their differences 

are highlighted as follows:  

 The following issues have been address for educational or online learning using question 

generation such as Lindberg et al. [2] that introduced a template-based approach that 

incorporated some semantic role labels into a system automatically generated a natural 

language question to support online learning. Yao et al. [4] presented a question generation 

system based on the semantic rewriting approach. They here obtained a principle way of 

generating questions that avoided the ad-hoc manipulation of syntactic structures. In addition, 

they were able to use an independently developed parser and generator for the analysis and 

generation stage. The generator typically proposes several different surface realizations of a 

given input in view of its extensive grammatical coverage. Michael and Smith [7], meanwhile, 

focused on question generation (QG) for the creation of educational materials for reading 

practice and assessment. Their objective was to generate some fact-based questions about the 

content of a given article. Iwane et al. [19] proposed framework based on a learner’s actions 

and the context of an expository text with three basic types of questions that can be generated 

based upon these actions. The actions could be in the form of writings or markings. Some 

associated questions can also be generated based on the type of a question.  

 Another study utilizing the PICO frame in the medical domain has been used to identify 

and analyze the role of the medical domain limitations of the technology that has been 

developed for debriefing system. As research conducted by [20], proposed an alternative 

approach for organizing and identifying the role of semantics using the PICO. While, at [21], it 

was to exploring approaches for generating questions about the effects of drug use, which 

automatically provided an answer in the form of information to treat certain diseases. 

 Another related work concerned with the combined approach such as Michael [6] proposed 

a way to generate the WH-questions to assess the extent of knowledge of the readers in 

understanding the information in the text. Validation questions generated can be done 

automatically by involving a teacher to choose and revise the right questions. On the other 

hand, Bednarik and Kovacs [18] focused on the job on how effective the application of 

stochastic general computational methods was in the processing of semantic and grammatical 

Hungarian as the problem domain. The system was developed using some automated 

generation queries to a more flexible and open frame. In contrast, Husam et al. [5] have made a 

sentence-to-question generation. QG system that produces a set of sentences that imply 

question requires an answer 

 

3. Proposed Method 

 In this paper, a number of new ideas have been explored such as a semantic-based template 

using Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) with PPPICCOODTQ components. The combination 

applied to the structure was Predicate Argument SRL. SRL PPPICCOODTQ-based 

components used to make the transformation rules of declarative sentences to interrogative 

sentences were to produce a template of questions. On the other hand, Predicate Argument 

structure was used to create the pattern of questions and answers. The results of each template 

parsing were filtered using PA template. It was because PA template contained the pattern of 

answers; while Question template did not have any answer pattern. The flowchart of this study 

is illustrated in Figure.1. 
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Figure 1. Flowchart of pattern discovery for QA pairs 

 

4. Result and Evaluation 

 To build a query, a generation system supporting components is needed to produce optimal 

performance. One of the components that can be developed is self-directed learning, as this is a 

very vital interest for QG [10]. Many previous works have examined QG from single 

sentences, but this technique has almost exclusively more focused on generating factoid 

questions. Factoids are questions requiring the learner to recall some facts explicitly as stated 

in the source text [12]. For this, we have attempted to build a support for the system 

components Ime-QG (Indonesian Medical Question Generation). Supporting components 

included (1) Parsing with semantic labeling (2) Identification and Transformation sentence, and 

(3) filtering for construction of question answering. Each of these components would be 

explained one by one as follows.  

 

A. Parsing with Semantic Labeling  

 Components required at the early stages of the process of generating questions comprised 

parsing the semantic labeling with an aim to select the contents of the sentence. The steps taken 

included: parsing the syntax to obtain the Parts of Speech (POS) tagging to determine which 

each word was as a noun, verb, or preposition. Here, the list of POS for medical domain used 

the results of research as conducted by Alfan [23]. Secondly, it was through syntactic parsing 

to identify the type of phrase contained in the sentence; and thirdly, through a semantic 

analysis to process a sentence tree that has been affixed to the semantic rules to generate the 

representations of meaning in the form of semantic rules. Semantic rules used in this paper 

were based on the PPPICCOODTQ element (see Table 2.).  

 

Table 2. PPPICCOODTQ element based semantic rules 

Semantics Rule Specification 

λxλy  population (x, y) y is a kind of disease of x 

λxλy patient (x, y) y is the patient of x 

λxλy problem (x, y) y is the problem of x 

λxλy intervention (x, y) y is the interference of x 

λxλy compare (x, y) y is a comparison of x 

λxλy control (x, y) y is the control of x 

λxλy outcome (x, y) y is the result of x 

λxλy organs (x, y) y is this part of the body x 

λxλy drug (x, y) y is a drug that is used on the x 

λxλy time (x, y) y is the time required from x 

λxλy quantity (x, y) y is a measure of x 
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 The conversion of natural language to PICCOLO DTQ element aims to select the content 

of the sentence. In this research, the conversion of natural language medical domain Indonesia 

using a development of PICO frame into PPPICCOODTQ element was backgrounded as 

follows: (i) Frame PICO just organizing a structure conducive to the type of clinical question 

or medical that can be developed based upon the needs [24] [25] [26]; (Ii) The identification of 

role-based semantic frame PICO that can be used to identify the more flexible answer of the 

candidates [28] [29] [30], (iii) Frame PICO as the essential element to be used in the pattern of 

semantic-based models in medical questions [27]; and (iv) attempt to obtain the answers from 

the potential identification of named entities and correspondence between semantic roles 

Frame PICO that can be used [20] [21]. 

 In details, we have attempted to provide a picture of the process of parsing and semantic 

analysis using the sentence (1). 

 

Gejala cacar air adalah badan lelah, nyeri sendi, demam  (1) 

(English : Symptoms of chickenpox is a tired body, joint pain, fever) 

 

The stages of decomposition for sentence (1) included: 

- Part Of Speech formed is an  

gejala/N  

cacar/N  

air/N  

adalah/IN  

badan/N  

lelah/JJ 

,/, 

Nyeri/JJ  

Sendi/N 

,/, 

Demam/N  

 

- The identification of the phrase: cacar air is a Noun Phrase (NP), badan lelah and nyeri 

sendi are the Adjective Phrase (JJP). Thus, labelling sentence examples-1 became: 

gejala/N  

[cacar/N air/N]/NP  

adalah/IN  

[badan/N  lelah/JJ] /JJP 

,/, 

[Nyeri/JJ Sendi/N]/JJP 

,/, 

Demam/N  

 

- The establishment of a parse tree with frame-based semantic analysis labelling 

PPPICCOODTQ for sentence (1) (see Figure 2). The use of lexical semantic embedding 

rules is listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Rules attached for Lexical Semantics with PPPICCOODTQ element 
POS label Role Lexical Semantic 

N, JJ  λx object(x, A) 

VB <INTERVENTION> λxλy intervention(x,y) 

NP <COMPARE> λx object(x, A) ^ λxλy compare(x,y) | 

<CONTROL> λx object(x, A) ^ λxλy  control(x,y) | 

<OUTCOME> λx object(x, A) ^ λxλy  outcome(x,y) | 

<COMPARE> Λxλy  compare(x,y) | 

<CONTROL> λxλy  control(x,y) | 

<OUTCOME> λxλy  outcome(x,y) |  

<ORGANS> λxλy  organs(x,y) |  

<DRUG><PROBLEM> λxλy  drug(x,y) | λxλy problem(x,y)   

JJP <COMPARISON> λxλy  comparison(x,y) 

VBI <INTERVENTION><PROBLEM> λxλy  intervention(x,y) ^ λxλy  problem(x,y)  | 

<INTERVENTION><POPULATION

> 

λxλy  intervention(x,y) ^ λxλy  population(x,y) 

VBT <INTERVENTION><PROBLEM> 

<PATIENT> 

λxλy  intervention(x,y) ^ λxλy  problem(x,y)^ λxλy  

patient(x,y) | 

<INTERVENTION><POPULATION

> 

<PATIENT> 

λxλy  intervention(x,y) ^ λxλy population(x,y)^ λxλy  

patient(x,y) 

 

gejala N(λx object(x, cacar))

cacar

N(λx object(x, air))

air

N(λx object(x, gejala)) NP(λxλy population(x, cacar air))

N(λx object(x, badan))

badan

N(λx object(x, lelah))

lelah

JJP(λxλy problem(x, badan lelah))

N(λx object(x, badan))

badan

N(λx object(x, lelah))

lelah

JJP(λxλy problem(x, nyeri sendi))

demam

N(λx object(x, demam))

NP(λx object(x, gejala))^ λxλy 
population(x, cacar air))

Vb(λx intervention(x, adalah))

,(λx objek(x, ,)) ,(λx objek(x, ,))

adalah

,,

VBI(λx intervention(x, adalah)) ^ λxλy problem(x,badan lelah) ^ λx objek(x, ,) ^ 
λxλy problem(x, nyeri sendi) ^ λx objek(x, ,) ^ x object(x, demam))

S(NP(λx object(x, gejala))^ λxλy population(x, cacar air))VBI(λx intervention(x, adalah)) 
^ λxλy problem(x,badan lelah) ^ λx objek(x, ,) ^ 

λxλy problem(x, nyeri sendi) ^ λx objek(x, ,) ^ x object(x, demam)))

Figure 2. Parse tree with PPPICCOODTQ  element based semantic labeling  

 

 The establishment of a parse tree with semantic labelling was required to define the phrase 

or keywords contained in the sentence (see Figure 2). Furthermore, keyword phrase was used 

for the extraction of information (inclusing the manufacture of extraction rules and relations 

between phrases or keywords) in the sentence. 

 The extraction of this information was used to identify the role of a word or phrase owned 

by the sentence (1). The results of this extraction showed 3 groups of words as a phrase in 

which cacar air was a Noun Phrase, while the badan lelah and nyeri sendi were the Adjective 

Phrase. Being apart from that extraction was necessary for the reasoning relation between 

entities in drawing conclusions based on the input data. It can be concluded that the semantic 

parsing was capable of identifying and classifying the semantic entities and relationships in the 

context of the word or phrase. Furthermore, this semantic role would be analyzed by the 

system and were classified for the generation of questions. 
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Figure 3. Rule base on PPPICCOODTQ element 

 

 

 The process of information extraction using the rules based on PPPICCOODTQ element is 

shown in Figure 3 and NE relations contained is shown in Figure 4. The result of the extraction 

of information for the sentence in example 1 can be seen in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Name Entity Relations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Information Extraction for sentence “Gejala cacar air adalah badan lelah, nyeri 

sendi, demam” 

 Gejala cacar air adalah badan lelah, nyeri sendi, demam                    (1) 
(English : Symptoms of chickenpox is a tired body, joint pain, fever) 

 

Identification of the sentence for NE 
 

Cacar air = <POPULATION> 

Badan lelah = <PROBLEM> 
Nyeri sendi = <PROBLEM> 

Demam = <PROBLEM> 

 
       Put in the rule base extraction. The extraction rule its forms 

 

 
     R2:   gejala [POPULATION] adalah [PROBLEM], [PROBLEM], [PROBLEM]  

 
          Information extraction by establishing relationships between NE  

     

 
Rel2: [POPULATION] DISEBABKAN-OLEH [PROBLEM] 

    Rel3: [PROBLEM]  INDIKASI [POPULATION] 

     Rel8: [PROBLEM] MENGAKIBATKAN [POPULATION]  

 

 

Id Rule |      Template of Rule based on PPPICCOODTQ element 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

R1 | [PATIENT] [POPULATION] harus [INTERVENTION] [PROBLEM] dan [PROBLEM] 
R2 | (gejala, tanda-tanda)[POPULATION] adalah [PROBLEM], [PROBLEM], [PROBLEM] . 

R3 | penyakit yang [INTERVENTION] oleh [PROBLEM] 

R4 | [INTERVENTION] [PROBLEM] akibat [POPULATION] gunakan [DRUG] 
R5 | [PATIENT] [POPULATION] harus [INTERVENTION] [PROBLEM] dan [PROBLEM] 

R6 | Cara [INTERVENTION] [POPULATION] adalah [CONTROL], [CONTROL] dan [CONTROL] 

R7 | kendala [INTERVENTION] untuk [PATEINT] penderita [POPULATION] adalah [PROBLEM] 
R8 | manfaat [CONTROL], [CONTROL], dan [CONTROL] untuk [PATEINT] adalah 

[INTERVENTION] [POPULATION] 

R9 | upaya [PATEINT] [INTERVENTION] [POPULATION] adalah [CONTROL] 
R10 | [COMPARE] [INTERVENTION] [COMPARE] dari [ORGANS] ke [ORGANS] 

R11 | [INTERVENTION] ke [ORGANS][PATIENT] 

Id Relation |  Form of NE Relations 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Rel1  | [CONTROL] MENGATASI  [POPULATION]  

Rel2  | [POPULATION]   DISEBABKAN-OLEH [PROBLEM] 

Rel3  | [PROBLEM]  INDIKASI [POPULATION] 
Rel4  | [DRUG] UNTUK-MENGOBATI [POPULATION] 

Rel5  | [OUTCOME] INDIKASI [POPULATION]  

Rel6  | [DRUG] MENGAKIBATKAN [POPULATION] 

Rel7  | [CONTROL] MENGATASI  [POPULATION] 

Rel8  | [PROBLEM] MENGAKIBATKAN [POPULATION]  

Rel9  | [CONTROL] MENGAKIBATKAN [OUTCOME]  
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B. Sentence Identification and Transformation  

 At this stage, the author developed a concept for the transformation of declarative sentences 

into some interrogative sentences. As for how that would be done was to identify the phrases 

using a semantic role labeling. In this case, the role of semantics acted as a key in a 

transformation process. The performance of this transformation was based upon transformation 

rules and the methods used for manufacturing transformation rules were the result of utilizing 

the relation between NE. Then, it was assumed that sentence with a dependency relationship 

would share the role of semantics growing up or associated in the same sentence. It was based 

upon a number of studies in which the hypothesis of lexical semantics was in the behavior of 

the word, especially regarding the expression and interpretation of rules to a large extent 

determined by the meaning. We built a number of rules varied with the diversity of patterns 

based on PPPICCOODTQ element. Forming a pattern was used as a template for 

transformation semantic declarative sentences into interrogative sentences. 

 For each slot in the pattern formation template semantics, we have taken the advantage of 

the relationships among the NE where the role of semantics could be checked and adjusted to 

the chapmans identification. The role of the text was in line with the rules of transformation 

and altered by a slot in the template pattern semantics by means of extracted and put into 

question. By utilizing relation to the sentence NE-1, it could be identified Rel2: 

[POPULATION] DISEBABKAN-OLEH [PROBLEM], Rel3:[PROBLEM] INDIKASI 

[POPULATION], Rel8: [PROBLEM] MENGAKIBATKAN [POPULATION] and 

transformation rules that form to the sentence-1 can be seen in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Rule for Transformation 
Id RuleT Rule for Transformation 

RT1 If System finds role = <POPULATION>  

then question_sentence = Apa + penyebab + <POPULATION>?  

(What+causes+ <POPULATION>?) 

RT2 If System finds role = <PROBLEM>  
then question_sentence = Apa + indikasi+ <PROBLEM>?  

(What+ indication+ <PROBLEM> ?) 

RT3 If System finds role = <PROBLEM>  
then question_sentence = Apa + indikasi + <PROBLEM>+,+<PROBLEM>?  

(What+ indication+ <PROBLEM>>+,+<PROBLEM> ?) 

RT4 If System finds role = <PROBLEM>  

then question_sentence = Apa + indikasi + <PROBLEM>+,+<PROBLEM>+,+ <PROBLEM>?          
(What+ indication+PROBLEM>>+,+<PROBLEM>+,+ <PROBLEM> ?) 

RT5 If System finds role = <PROBLEM>  

then question_sentence = Apa + yang + mengakibatkan+ <PROBLEM> ?  
(What + are the causes + <PROBLEM> ?) 

RT6 If System finds role = <PROBLEM>  

then question_sentence = Apa + yang + mengakibatkan + <PROBLEM>+,+ <PROBLEM> ?  

(What + are the causes + <PROBLEM>+,+<PROBLEM> ?) 

RT7 If System finds role = <PROBLEM>  

then question_sentence = Apa + yang + mengakibatkan + <PROBLEM>+,+ <PROBLEM>+,+ 

<PROBLEM>  ?  
(What + are the causes + <PROBLEM>+,+<PROBLEM> +,+ <PROBLEM>?) 

 

 As shown in Table 4, transformation rules with NE-Rule: RT1 was formed from Rel1, 

while RT2-RT4 id was formed from rel2 and RT5-RT7 id was formed from Rel3. Thus, the 

generation of questions based on the rule in Table 4 can be seen in the sentence (2) through 

(16). 

 

Question form using RT1 produced one kind of interrogative sentence only, namely: 

 Apa penyebab cacar air ?  (What causes chicken pox ?)     (2)
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Question form by using R2 produced three kinds of interrogative sentence because the 

identification of the role <PROBLEM> There were three combinations: badan lelah, nyeri 

sendi and deman. 

 

Apa indikasi badan lelah?       (What indication of tired?)  (3) 

Apa indikasi nyeri sendi?      (What indication of joint pain?) (4)     

Apa indikasi demam?      (What indication of fever?) (5)        

               

Question form using RT3 produced three kinds of interrogative sentence because the 

identification of the role <PROBLEM> there were three combinations: namely badan lelah + 

nyeri sendi, badan lelah + demam and nyeri sendi + demam. 

 

Apa indikasi badan lelah, nyeri sendi?      (What indication of tired, joint pain?)  (6)           

Apa indikasi badan lelah, demam?      (What indication of tired, fever?)  (7)           

Apa indikasi nyeri sendi, demam?      (What indication of joint pain, fever?)     (8) 

         

Question form by using RT4 only produced one kind of interrogative sentence, namely: 

 

Apa indikasi badan lelah, nyeri sendi, demam?  (What indication of tired, joint pain, fever ?)    

    (9) 

 

Question form using RT5 produced three kinds of interrogative sentence because of the 

identification of the role <PROBLEM> There were three combinations: badan lelah, nyeri 

sendi and demam. 

 

Apa yang mengakibatkan badan lelah?      (What are the cause of tired?)  (10)   

Apa yang mengakibatkan nyeri sendi?       (What are the cause of joint pain?)  (11)     

Apa yang mengakibatkan demam?      (What are the cause of fever?)  (12)

           

Question form using RT6 produced three kinds of interrogative sentence because the 

identification of the role <PROBLEM> there were three combinations: badan lelah + nyeri 

sendi, badan lelah + demam and nyeri sendi + demam. 

 

Apa yang mengakibatkan badan lelah, nyeri sendi?   (What are the cause of tired, joint pain?

   (13) 

Apa yang mengakibatkan badan lelah, demam?    (What are the cause of tired, fever?)       

    (14) 

Apa yang mengakibatkan nyeri sendi, demam?           (What are the cause of joint pain, 

fever?)     (15) 

 

Question form using RT7 only produced one kind of interrogative sentence:  

 

Apa yang mengakibatkan badan lelah, nyeri sendi, demam?  (What are the cause of tired, joint 

pain, fever ?)     (16)

     

Sentence (2) through (16) have not produced the answer for being limited to the transformation 

of declarative sentences into interrogative ones. To obtain the necessary questions to the 

pattern matching, templates predicate argument already had a couple questions answers. 

 

C. Filtering for Question Answering Construction. 

 The filtering process was performed using the phrase of the question Predicate Argument 

template. This was purposely to produce a pattern based upon the template that already had a 

pattern of responses. The concept of filtering by using predicate this argument was the result of 
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a manual analysis of the sentence used as a training resource and the template argument 

predicate would be defined (see Table 5) with a predicate as the role = <INTERVENTION>, 

and the other as an argument. The use of role = <INTERVENTION> as the predicate was 

based on the following reasons: (i) the units of an event or action and capture more semantics 

of the keywords, so the more promising that the answer could be more appropriately extracted 

[31] [32]; (ii) that described the relationship between a noun and was used to handle the 

expression not mediated by the verb [33]. 

 

Table 5. PA template for question answering pair 
ID QA- 

PAIRS 
Question Template Answering Template 

QA-1 Apa + manfaat + <COMPARE> [?] <INTERVENSION> + <PROBLEM> 

QA-2 Apa + manfaat + <CONTROL> [?] <INTERVENSION> + <PROBLEM> | 

QA-3 Apa + manfaat + <CONTROL> [?] <INTERVENSION> + <POPULATION> 

QA-4 Apa + manfaat + <CONTROL> [?] <INTERVENSION> + <OUTCOME> 

QA-5 Apa + indikasi  + <OUTCOME> [?] <PROBLEM>+,+ <PROBLEM> 

QA-6 
Apa + indikasi  + <PROBLEM>+, +<PROBLEM>+,+ 

<PROBLEM>? 
<POPULATION> 

QA-7 Apa + penyebab  + <PROBLEM> [?] <POPULATION> 

QA-8 Apa + penyebab + <POPULATION> [?] 
<PROBLEM>+,+ <PROBLEM> +,+ 

<PROBLEM> 

QA-9 
Apa + yang + mengakibatkan + <PROBLEM>+,+ 

<PROBLEM>+,+ <PROBLEM>? 
<POPULATION> 

QA-10 Bagaimana + <INTERVENSION> + <PROBLEM>[?] <COMPARE> 

QA-11 Bagaimana + <INTERVENSION> + <PROBLEM>[?] <CONTROL> 

QA-12 
Bagaimana + <INTERVENSION> + 

<POPULATION[?] 
<COMPARE> 

QA-13 
Bagaimana + <INTERVENSION> + 

<POPULATION[?] 
<CONTROL> 

QA-14 Bagaimana + <PROBLEM> + dapat dihindari [?] 
Lakukan +<CONTROL>+,+ <CONTROL>+ 

dan+ <CONTROL> 

QA-15 Bagaimana + <POPULATION>+dapat dihindari [?] 
Lakukan +<CONTROL>+,+ <CONTROL>+ 

dan+ <CONTROL> 

QA-16 Bagaimana+ <POPULATION>+dapat dihindari [?] Minum + <DRUG> 

QA-17 Bagaimana+  <OUTCOME> + dicapai [?] Teratur + Minum + <DRUG> 

QA-18 Bagaimana+  <OUTCOME> + dicapai [?] 
Lakukan + <CONTROL> +, + <CONTROL> 

+ dan + <CONTROL> 

QA-19 Bagaimana+  <OUTCOME> + dicapai [?] 
<INTERVENSION> + pemicu + 

<PROBLEM> 

QA-20 Bagaimana+  <OUTCOME> + dicapai [?] 
<INTERVENSION> + pemicu + 

<POPULATION> 

QA-21 Mengapa+ <CONTROL> + diperlukan[?] <INTERVENSION>  + <PROBLEM> 

QA-22 Mengapa+ <CONTROL> + diperlukan[?] <INTERVENSION>  + <POPULATION> 

QA-23 Mengapa+ <CONTROL> + diperlukan[?] <INTERVENSION> + <OUTCOME> 

QA-24 Mengapa+ <CONTROL> + diperlukan[?] <INTERVENSION> + <COMPARE> 

QA-25 Mengapa+ <PROBLEM> + harus diatasi [?] 
Agar + <INTERVENSION> + 

<OUTCOME> 

QA-26 Mengapa+ <PROBLEM> + harus dihindari [?] 
Agar + <POPULATION> + 

<INTERVENSION> 

QA-27 Mengapa+ <POPULATION> + harus dihindari [?] 
Agar + tidak + <INTERVENSION> + 

<PROBLEM> 

QA-28 Mengapa + <DRUG> + harus + dikonsumsi [?] 
Agar + <INTERVENSION> + 

<OUTCOME> 

QA-29 Mengapa+ <DRUG> + harus + dikonsumsi [?] 
Agar + tidak + <INTERVENSION> + 

<PROBLEM> 

QA-30 Mengapa + <DRUG> + harus + dikonsumsi [?] 
Agar + <POPULATION> + 

<INTERVENSION> 

QA-31 Berapa + <DRUG> + dikonsumsi [?] <QUANTITY> | <TIME> 

QA-32 Kapan + <DRUG> + diminum[?] <TIME> 
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 The results from the question generation may appear more than one question. However, it 

was not supported by the pair answer. Hence, it needed a selection process for the questions 

raised by filtration using a structure of the PA. In this study, it was carried out by making a 

comparison process against PA template that has been formed as shown in Table 4. Sentences 

(2) to (16) were processed using pattern matching. If the pattern was found matching with the 

question, it would show the pattern of a couple of questions and answers. If the pattern was not 

found, the process would be terminated later. The phase filtering functioned to sort a number of 

interrogative sentences taken from the transformation stage sentence. The sorting process was 

performed using a template pattern matching in PA with the sentence pattern transformation 

results. The algorithms used for pattern matching were modified from Deterministic Finite 

Automata (DFA) method as created by Knuth et al. [34]. Figure 5 presents the concept of the 

algorithm for pattern matching.  

 The workings of this algorithm were to compare two databases containing a pattern of 

PPPICCOODTQ and PPPICCOODTQ query from an input sentence. The pattern was read one 

by one and compared. If the pattern was found equal, it was then recorded and continued to the 

next string up with an unreadable input pattern and reached that mark a question (?). 

Conversely, if the pattern did not match the pattern, it was ignored then. Based on the concept 

of the pattern matching algorithm, sentence selection results were Sentence (2), (9) and (16). 

While the answers obtained each sentence (17), (18) and (19) was with a description of the 

following explanation: 

 

 Sentence (2) using the ID-PAIRS QA: QA-8, the answer is a sentence (17) 

 Question : Apa penyebaba cacar air ? (What causes chicken pox?) (2)   

 Pattern Answer: <PROBLEM>+,+<PROBLEM>+,+<PROBLEM> 

 Answer : badan lelah, nyeri sendi, demam  (tired, joint pain, fever)  (17) 

 

 Sentence (9) using the ID-PAIRS QA: QA-6, the answer was a sentence (18) 

 Question : Apa indikasi badan lelah, nyeri sendi, demam? (What indication of tired, joint 

pain, and fever?) (9)            

  

 Pattern Answer: <POPULATION> 

 Answer : cacar air (chicken pox) (18)

              

 Sentence (16) using the ID-PAIRS QA: QA-9, the answer was a sentence  (19)

  

 Question : Apa yang mengakibatkan badan lelah, nyeri sendi, demam? 

 (What are the cause of tired, joint pain, fever ?)   (16)            

  

 Pattern Answer: <POPULATION> 

 Answer : cacar air (chicken pox)  (19)         

           

5. Experimental  

A. Experimental Data 

 To build a corpus Indonesian - particularly the medical domain, we have built our own 

medical Indonesian sentence named entity based on PPPICCOODTQ element. We collected a 

number of medical articles in Indonesia from two popular sites in Indonesia 

(http://health.detik.com/ and http://www.klikdokter.com/tanyadokter) for the data in 2015 

(after eliminating the same medical entities, 1000 medical sentences for each classification and 

features are obtained). We randomly selected 70% of sentences for training and 30% for 

testing. 
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Figure 5. Algorithm for pattern matching & found of answering 

 

B. Experimental Procedure 

 The testing procedure was performed to evaluate the method we proposed. Here we used a 

combination of the two different sentences for a total sentence 300. The sentence consisted of 

167 simple sentences (a sentence consisting of 95 active and 72 passive), and 133 complex 

sentences (using a number of conjunctions "tetapi", "ketika", "sehingga", "jadi" and "maka"). 

This needed to be done during the testing phase, so that the system was able to recognize the 

diversity of Indonesian regular grammar. 

To measure the success of the generation of the best questions required diagnosis accuracy. In 

this test we used the evaluation metrics that measured the accuracy of each combination of 

sentences. Accuracy is the ratio of cases classified correctly shared throughout the case: 

 

 Accuracy = 
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                                               (1) 

 

where TP is true positive for correct result, TN is true negative for correct absence of result, FP 

is false positive for unexpected result and FN is false negative for missing result.  

 

C. Experimental Result 

 The results of tests performed in the form of the level of accuracy were from a group of test 

data simple sentences and compound sentences. In Table 5 it can be seen that the testing of 

simple sentences provided an accuracy of 0.80 and 0.71 compound sentences. Errors in testing 

due to a simple sentence could not distinguish active verbs and verb passive. On the other 

hand, errors in the resulting compound sentence ambiguous semantic role labeling for less 

specification labeling rules. 

 

 

Algorithm for pattern matching & found of answering 

{This algorithm is used to filter the questions and find the answer pairs} 

Input: Sentence question PPPICCOODTQ pattern 

Output: The pattern of the sentence answers found 

Method: Each state of each pattern PPPICCOODTQ nd each node has multiple  

  labels (such as POS tagging, NER) 

 

// Create a pointer to the next state 

Int j = 0 

Int p = 0 

 

// identification for PPPICCOODTQ in the database table = d.pico 

// identification to query PPPICCOODTQ of sentence = q.pico 

// Matching process 

For (int i = 0; i <N; i ++) // N is the length of the pattern 

If (q.pos (i) = d.pos (j) then // compare position PPPICCOODTQ  

          with the pattern of 

PPPICCOODTQ Next [j] = next i]; 

j ++; // pattern match then copy and increment 

Else 

Next [j] = x + 1; 

x = next [x]; // do the opposite pattern does not match 

Endif 

 

// If the pattern corresponding questions and found, show patterns of 

response 

If (j = p) then 

print “Answering pattern”; 

Endif 

Endfor 
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Table 6. Result of Experiment with Combination Sentence 

Combination of Sentence Accuracy 

Simple sentence 0,80 

Complex sentences 0,71 

 

 Evaluation on the semantic-based template was still required handler ambiguity semantic 

role labeling rules. Likewise, the handling of different types of sentences definitions or 

explanations, where the type of the sentence does not have a title. Since the foundation of rule 

making transformation by filtering using a predicate argument is used as the predicate is a verb 

with role = <INTERVENTION>. So for the confectionary type of sentence definition we use 

as the predicate is a word with POS = IN (example words: ialah, adalah and yaitu). Based on 

this it needed more specific rules for dealing with the labeling rules that had the same roles and 

criteria for the types of sentences that did not have the title. 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

 The new strategy has been developed in this paper by applying a natural language 

processing using a number of automated techniques to generate questions and answers. The 

new strategy explored in this paper was a semantic-based template that used a combination of 

semantic role labeling (SRL) and the predicate argument (PA) to create a semantic pattern 

within the scope of medical Indonesian sentences. This method of mixing and matching 

algorithms was in the form of transformation and filtering rules based on the predicate 

argument. The results in this initial phase has produced a selection scheme of very simple 

question but still needed to be taken into account opportunities to further improvements in the 

accuracy of high-level introduction to the Role in more complex sentences. 

Research using the generation of these questions can produce some answers to question 

couples through the process of transformation and filtering without requiring an expert linguist. 

However, there are still some weaknesses that must be corrected regarding the compliance with 

the rules of transformation, and building a knowledge base for managing rules and patterns as 

well as to deal with conflicts when there are new rules entered into the system. 

For the future research, it should overcome the above weaknesses that might involve adapting 

learning using machine learning. To identify an ambiguous role and establish a set of formulas 

for the transformation and filtering, the system is able to produce and find the right answer. 
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